Recent experiments on microscopic graphite mesas demonstrate reproducible high-speed microscale superlubricity, even under ambient conditions. Here, we explore the same phenomenon on the nanoscale, by studying a graphene flake sliding on a graphite substrate, using molecular dynamics. We show that superlubricity is punctuated by high-friction transients as the flake rotates through successive crystallographic alignments with the substrate. Further, we introduce two novel routes to suppress frictional scattering and achieve persistent superlubricity. We use graphitic nanoribbons to eliminate frictional scattering by constraining the flake rotation, an approach we call frictional waveguides. We can also effectively suppress frictional scattering by biaxial stretching of the graphitic substrate. These new routes to persistent superlubricity at the nanoscale may guide the design of ultra-low dissipation nanomechanical devices.
T he nonlinear nature of friction at the nanoscale has sparked intense experimental and theoretical interest [1] [2] [3] . A focus of much of this research is on achieving superlubricity [4] [5] [6] , a term originally introduced to describe ultra-low friction between rotationally misaligned -and hence incommensurate -crystalline lattices [7] [8] [9] . Superlubricity has been observed by Friction Force Microscopy, which typically operates at =1 mm/s. However, for freely-moving nanoparticles at low velocities, superlubricity is suppressed because of spontaneous rotation into energetically favourable commensurate states, or ''lock-in'' 10, 11 , while the commensurate states are always the stable orbits for the sliding of the graphene flake 12, 13 . Recent experimental results, however, show reproducible high-speed superlubricity in microscale graphite mesas (10 3 10 mm 2 ) under ambient conditions, where the highest speed is 25 m/s 14 . Besides, no lock-in is observed for a wide-range of rotational misalignments, due to much larger rotational inertia on the microscale 15 . In this study, we wish to explore in detail how the lock-in phenomenon disrupts superlubricity on the nanoscale, and consequently how we may design systems that suppress this effect, so that persistent superlubricity can be exploited for building efficient nanomechanical devices.
In recent simulations by Guerra et al. 16 , a regime of ''ballistic nanofriction'' was observed for nanoclusters of gold moving at high velocity on graphite. A profound insight of this study is that in contrast to the much-studied low-velocity regime, at high velocities superlubricity is the norm, punctuated by transitory periods of lock-in where friction is high. Lebdeva et al. 17 have observed similar behavior in simulations of the thermally induced motion of nanoscale graphene islands on graphite.
Results
Here we introduce a simple mechanism to induce ballistic nanofriction in graphene nanoparticles, based on highspeed motion observed experimentally by shearing microscopic mesas of graphite, which occurs in order to minimize the free surface energy at the sheared interface 14, 15, 18 . From classical mechanics, it is straightforward to deduce an expression for the peak speed produced by this effect for shearing of a square flake of graphite from a fixed mesa:
, where N is the number of graphitic layers in the flake, E f is the exfoliation energy per carbon atom and m C is the mass of a carbon atom, s is shear displacement of the graphite flake and l is the length of the flake. Recent experiments have shown the microscopic graphite flakes of thickness about 100 nm can reach 25 m/s, in quantitative agreement with the above formula 14 . For graphene, by extrapolating to N 5 1, we deduce retraction speeds .400 m/s should be attainable.
To investigate the sliding behavior of a two-dimensional nanoscale graphene flake at such speeds, we employ molecular dynamics simulations using the Gromacs code 19 with Drieding force field to describe both the intra-layer and inter-layer interaction between carbon atoms of graphene 20 . The intra-layer interaction is consisted by bond stretching, bond-angle bending and dihedral angle torsion, while the inter-layer interaction is described by Lennard-Jones van der Waals potential. The parameters in the potential function are validated by correctly characterizing the structural and mechanical properties of different carbon nanostructures [21] [22] [23] . A graphite substrate is modeled by two layers of graphene in A-B stacking with the size of 30 nm 3 20 nm where the bottom layer is fixed during the simulation. The moving graphene flake is modeled by one layer graphene with the size of 10 nm 3 10 nm. Here two types of motion are studied in our simulations: the retraction motion and high speed sliding of the graphene flake, where the time step in all of our simulations is 1fs. For the retraction motion the top graphene flake is sheared away from the substrate with a half of its length s 5 l/2, as illustrated in Fig. 1a and free boundary conditions are applied to the substrate. For the simulation of the high speed sliding the graphene flake is placed on the center of the substrate and periodic boundary conditions are applied to the substrate. The whole system is first energy minimized by conjugate gradient method, and then the sliding speed is applied to the graphene flake. Here, the micro-canonical assemble is used in all of the simulations in coordination with the previous works of studying the frictional behavior of graphene 16, 17 . The suspended graphene flake is released to simulate the retraction motion and the retraction speed, force, rotation angle and angular velocity of the graphene flake are recorded, as shown in Fig. 1b-c . Here, the retraction speed is the speed of the center of mass (COM) of the sliding flake; the rotation angle is defined as the angle rotated to its COM. The retraction force is calculated as the force between the substrate and the flake during retraction through the Lennard-Jones van der Waals potential defined before. Two types of initial conditions are considered: the first is the graphene flake commensurate with the substrate; the second is the graphene flake incommensurate with the substrate where the orientation of the moving graphene flake is 90u misaligned to the substrate. Although the suspended graphene flake is very easy to fold and wrinkle at finite temperature, the length of the suspended graphene flake in our simulation is 5 nm which is hard to fold. Besides, the initial temperature of the whole system is 0 K and after releasing the graphene flake quickly retracts back, so the flat configuration is well kept. The maximum retracting speeds for the two cases are about 600 m/s which are consistent with the simple formula prediction. However, for the commensurate case the retraction is accompanied by the rotation at very beginning of the retracting which is corresponding to a large fluctuation of the retraction force, see the retraction force in Fig. 1b and angular velocity in Fig. 1c . After that the angular velocity is almost constant and the fluctuation of the retraction force quickly decreases. As the rotation the final retraction speed for the commensurate state is smaller than the incommensurate state.
Based on our results the commensurate state seems unstable for high sliding speed of the graphene flake and the graphene flake will automatically rotate to avoid the commensurate state. This is different from the previous works at low sliding speed where the commensurate state is the most stable state 11, 12 . In what following we will simulate the high-speed sliding behavior of the graphene flake and find ways to reduce the sliding friction in such speed.
Results presented in Fig. 2 are for a 10 3 10 nm 2 flake launched at v max 5 400 m/s along the armchair direction of the substrate by adding the same velocity 400 m/s in x direction to every atom in the sliding flake. The sliding distance corresponding to 1 time step www.nature.com/scientificreports (1fs) at v max is less than 0.0004 nm. The initial state of the flake and substrate is an energy minimum state with A-B stacking alignment, and the initial temperature of the whole system is 0 K. The sliding speed, rotation angle, angular velocity and force are defined same as the ones in the retraction simulations. The sliding behavior in Figure 2b shows the trajectory of the flake, with sporadic changes in the direction of motion indicated by vertical dashed lines. For reasons that will become apparent shortly, we refer to these events as frictional scattering. Snapshots in Fig. 2a show each scattering event occurs when the flake is briefly crystallographically aligned with the substrate. At lower speed, this alignment would result in lock-in. But at high speed, the flake has sufficient kinetic energy to escape lock-in. Figure 2c shows the component of the sliding speed along the xdirection, v x , dropping in discrete steps at each scattering, with similar stepwise variations for v y . The evolution of flake rotation angle, plotted in Fig. 2d , indicates that the flake angular velocity, v, also changes abruptly at each scattering which is similar to the rotation in the retraction in Fig. 1c. Fig. 2e shows that scattering events subject the flake to large oscillatory forces in both x and y directions, producing abrupt changes of direction and velocity. In Fig. 2f Fig. 2f . Since E y and E v remain small throughout, we conclude that the initial kinetic energy of the flake is primarily dissipated into vibrational energy, with enhanced dissipation at each scattering. After ,1 ns, the sliding speed is smaller than 100 m/s, with E x and E y reaching similar magnitudes, and the flake moving randomly. Since the micro-canonical assemble is applied in the simulation, the whole system will be heated up as the dissipation of the translational speed of the sliding flake. However the substrate in our simulation (30 3 20 nm) is much larger than the sliding flake (10 3 10 nm), we estimate the temperature raising after dissipating all of the translational kinetic of the sliding flake is smaller 10 K.
To study the effect more closely, we zoom in on a region of frictional scattering in Fig. 3 . The flake speed component, v x , and van der Waals bonding energy between flake and substrate, E vdW which is the van der Waals energy between the flake and substrate during the sliding, are displayed in Figs. 3a-b , respectively, and show rapid oscillations near alignment. Fig. 3c shows eight snapshots of the moiré pattern generated by the overlap of flake and substrate lattices, at different points indicated in Figs. 3a-b . When the flake is rotationally misaligned with the substrate, the moiré pattern has a small unit cell size, a m . This means the spatial phase of flake atoms relative to the substrate potential oscillates rapidly across the flake. The result is a very small net corrugation potential for the flake as a whole: this is the origin of superlubricity for incommensurate lattices.
As the flake rotates into alignment, a m expands (snapshots 1-4). Near alignment, once a m ? l, where l is the linear size of the flake, all flake atoms are nearly in phase with the substrate (snapshots 5, 6) and the net corrugation potential experienced by the flake increases abruptly, resulting in scattering. The corrugation potential drops again once the flake rotates sufficiently far out of alignment (snapshots 7, 8) . Here the corrugation potential E c is defined as the van der Waals energy between the flake and substrate by displacing the flake relative to flake's actual position along its instantaneous sliding speed, and recalculating E vdW keeping all other parameters fixed. The variation of the corrugation potential, E c , before, during and after alignment is shown in Figs. 3d-g. Near alignment (snapshots 5, 6) E c is ,100x larger than during superlubricity, and the flake is subject to large potential gradients as indicated in Figs. 3e, f.
In the reference frame of the moving flake, the fundamental Fourier component of the substrate potential along the x-direction appears as a travelling wave of wavelength l 5 d, where d is the inplane lattice constant of graphite. When rows of atoms in the flake align with crests of this wave, there is a maximum oscillatory force acting on the flake. This corresponds to the condition for Bragg scattering 2dsinh 5 nl, at normal incidence with n 5 2. (For odd n, the force on neighbour rows cancels out.)
Since frictional scattering depends on the crystallinity of the flake, it will not be observed for diffusion of single atoms or small molecules at similar velocities 24 . Also, since frictional scattering depends on rotation in a plane, it is an intrinsically two-dimensional effect, physically distinct from velocity-dependent resonances observed in onedimensional models 11 and nanotube simulations 21 . We can derive the angular width Dh c of the coherent region where a m ? l using the standard moiré fringe formula 25 a m 5 d/(2jsin(Dh/ 2)j), where Dh is the rotation angle relative to alignment. Substituting for a m 5 2l as a lower bound for coherence across the flake gives Dh 5 d/2l in the small angle limit. Since Dh is symmetric around the aligned position, Dh c 5 d/l. This is identical to the Scherrer equation for a crystallite of dimension l and radiation of wavelength l 5 d, for the case of normal incidence, emphasizing the mathematical analogy with Bragg scattering, which has been employed in the previous works to describe the interlocking between two contact surfaces 26, 27 . Substituting d 5 0.246 nm, the lattice constant of graphite and l 5 10 nm gives Dh c 5 1.4u. This angular width is plotted in Fig. 3b , and agrees with the range where E vdW oscillates rapidly.
How robust an effect is frictional scattering? We have studied it as a function of several parameters, such as size of the graphene flake, temperature of the system and initial orientation of the graphene flake. For example, we find that for flakes with sizes from 4 3 4 nm 2 to 10 3 10 nm 2 , the overall behavior is similar; the forward sliding for all flakes being dissipated within 2 ns, see Fig. 4a . The sliding speed in x direction sometimes increases when it is smaller than 100 m/s which is consistent with the previous work 16 . However as the sliding flake in our simulation is much larger than the nanoparticle (,250 Au atoms) studied in the previous work 16 , the Brownian motion can't activate the sliding flake overcoming the energy barrier of the commensurate state. As shown in Fig. 2 , the kinetic energy in y direction and rotation reaches the same level when the sliding speed in x direction is smaller than 100 m/s. Therefore, the kinetic energy transfer among the three modes may cause the increasing of the sliding speed in x direction.
Here, the intervals of superlubricity, t s , vary widely. Detailed analysis, summarized in Fig. 4b , shows that t s depends primarily on the flake angular velocity, v, according to a simple relationship t s 5 60u/ v. In other words, the rate of frictional scattering is simply determined by the rate of crystallographic alignments. Roughly, t s increases as the size of the sliding graphene flake increases. This is because the rotational inertia increases with the size of the graphene flake and for larger size flake the angular velocity is smaller. However the changes of the sliding speed are very complicated and highly dependent on the instantaneous state of the sliding flake which will be systematically studied in our future works.
The sensitivity of the results to initial temperature and flake orientation are given in Fig. 5 . The simulated system is first equilibrated at the given temperature for 50ps by Nose-Hoover thermostat. Then the initial sliding speed of 400 m/s is added to the sliding flake and the thermostat is removed in the simulation afterward. The result for 5 3 5nm 2 and 10 3 10 nm 2 flakes launched initially at 0 K and 300 K show similar qualitative behavior, with regions of superlubricity punctuated by frictional scattering, see Fig. 5a . Detailed inspection shows a higher degree of noise for the high-temperature simulations, which is consistent with expectations for the impact of temperature. Simulations at T 5 0 K, but for different initial orientations of the flake when it is launched, show overall similar qualitative behavior, with the sliding speed of all flakes decaying within 2ns, see Fig. 5b . For the initial misalignment between the sliding flake and the substrate (such as the rotation 30u in Fig. 5b ) the initial superlubricity state can last a longer time. However after the first frictional scattering it becomes the similar frictional scattering behavior as the initial alignment case. We have also tested other flake shapes and varied substrate boundary conditions. In all cases we observe a similar stepwise decay, indicating that this is a computationally robust effect.
Based on the above analysis, we conclude that frictional scattering is the main source of sliding friction of the graphene nanoflakes on graphite in the ballistic friction regime. Based on this insight, we now explore two routes to suppressing frictional scattering in order to achieve persistent superlubricity at high speed.
Firstly, we introduce a graphene nanoribbon as a substrate to constrain the rotational motion of the graphene flake during sliding. Such graphene nanoribbons can be generated by the lithographic patterning 28 or chemical methods 29 with desired shapes and dimensions. In Fig. 6a , we launch a 10 3 10 nm 2 flake on a graphitic nanoribbon of width 11 nm, with the flake rotated 90u relative to the normal AB stacking of the nanoribbon. The sliding speed of the flake decays by less than 3% with the temperature increasing less than 1 K in the simulation time of 3 ns, compared with complete decay of the forward motion for the unconstrained flake. The nanoribbon acts as a frictional waveguide, periodically reflecting the flake off its edges, producing small velocity oscillations shown in the upper inset of Fig. 6a , and limiting flake rotation to 61u, see Fig. 6b . However, for wide substrate as it can't constrain the rotation of the flake, the fictional scattering occurs when the flake first rotates 30u to encounter the commensurate state, see Fig. 6b . Therefore the sliding velocity rapidly decreases as the results in Fig. 5b . The waveguide has a speed cutoff: smooth sliding ceases below ,15 m/s, a typical velocity for transition to stick-slip motion in atomic-scale simulations 30 .
In a similar manner, we can achieve suppression of friction by biaxial stretching of the substrate. Such stretching of a graphitic surface can be achieved by uniformly stretching a PDMS film with graphene attached on it 31 . For example, Kim et al. 31 have found the graphene can sustain as much as 30% uniaxial tensile strain without failure. Besides, as the lattice mismatch between the substrate and the graphene there is some residual strain in the epitaxial grown grahene which may be another routine to generate stretching in the graphene substrate 32 . Because of the very weak interlayer van der Waals interaction, the deformation of the substrate can not transfer to a flake adsorbed. So in this way we can envisage generating an initial latticeconstant mismatch between the substrate and the flake, as indicated by the moiré patterns in the inset of Fig. 7a . We have modeled the sliding behavior of a 10 3 10 nm 2 flake on a strained graphite substrate, with strains of 3% and 5%. For the 3% extension, the flake still undergoes scattering events, but with a reduced impact on the forward speed. For the 5% tension, there is no evidence of scattering events over the time of the simulation, 2ns. This is consistent with the notion that the flake can no longer be in exact commensuration with the substrate, due to its significantly different lattice parameter. The sliding potential E vdW for different stretched substrates is given in Fig. 7b . Here the orientation of the flake is same as the substrate and the sliding direction is in armchair direction same as the direction of the initial launched speed. By applying strain to the substrate the sliding potential barrier of the graphene flake is significantly reduced. As in Fig. 7c the sliding energy barrier for the 5% stretched substrate is only 5% of the value of unstretched substrate. This is the origin of low sliding resistance for stretched substrate.
In conclusion, the motion of a nanoscale graphene flake on graphite at high speed is dominated by frictional scattering, where large oscillatory forces act each time the flake rotates through crystallographic alignment with the substrate. Frictional scattering is intrinsically two dimensional, and can be suppressed by constraining the flake to move along a quasi-one-dimensional frictional waveguide or stretching the substrate to generate lattice mismatch. In addition, we have introduced a simple shearing mechanism as a practical way to accelerate nanoscale flakes of graphene to velocities .100 m/s where ballistic friction occurs. These results should stimulate further experimental and theoretical interest in achieving persistent superlubricity on the nanoscale, a regime of considerable practical importance for future nanomechanical devices. 
